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Due to the expansion of the EU and the concentration on renewables Interview with Thomas Smatloch, DEHN + SOHNE GmbH + Co. KG.

Ladislaus Reiter, Area Sales Manager Eastern Europe at Rutronik

By Darren Wenn, Microchip Technology

Good practices in Turkey and Romania

The plant will run at full capacity throughout the year

The biggest exhibition of air-conditioning, heating, installation and refrigeration sectors
in Eurasia region
More visitors, more exhibitors, more exhibition space
Decentralized, efficient and intelligent energy production
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SEE NEWS
EBRD lends 11 million EUR
to Serbia for water
infrastructure expansion

Southeastern Europe is an
important market for DEHN
Due to the expansion of the EU and
the concentration on renewables

in Subotica

The EBRD is helping to improve the quality
of water services in Serbia with an EUR 11
million sovereign guaranteed loan for the expansion of the water supply infrastructure in
the City of Subotica, in the northern part of
the country.
As a European Union candidate country,
adopting the EU Environmental policy is one
of Serbia's key priorities. It is estimated that
aligning Serbia's water infrastructure sector
to EU standards would require investments
of approximately EUR 5.5 billion.

Hyosung plans to open
factory in Romania

Thomas Smatloch,
DEHN + SOHNE GmbH + Co. KG.
Dear Mr. Smatloch, DEHN is globally
known for high-quality protection and
safety products. Could you present the
main product fields of the company?

Our motto is "DEHN protects..."! The main topic is
lightning and surge protection. With a more than 100
years history we are a world wide known specialist for
this combination. Another product group is safety
equipment for working on electrical installations, for
live working and for railways.
We are still a family owned company in the 4th generation. DEHN is based in Germany with activities in
more than 70 countries.

DEHN is focused on future-oriented
markets. What are the latest trends in
the development and manufacture of
your products?

South Korean company Hyosung intends
to invest some USD 150 million in Romania
to build a tire and airbag factory in the country. The investment could soon be launched,
according to Romania's Economy, Trade and
Business Environment Ministry.
The project was already discussed by the
management of Hyosung Corporation with
Lucian Isar, the delegate minister for the business environment, who was in Korea on May
21 and 22.
Hyosung is listed on the Seoul Stock Exchange, with a market capitalization of
around USD 1.2 billion. The group has activities in textile, industrial materials, chemicals,
heavy industry, construction, car imports and
financial services. It is also known for the
Hyosung bikes, which it no longer produces,
after having sold the division to S&T.
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The typical trends in electrotechnics are visible on
the exhibitions world wide. Renewables from Photovoltaik, Windpower and Biogas, the distribution of
electricity in Smart Grids and E -mobility are the most
developing ones. As long as all of them are interconnected with cables, equipped with sensitive electronics and supposed to be highly available and fail-proof
they need protection! Lightnings are the hardest natural threat in electrotechnics. Our products have to follow those trends to serve in shape, function and parameters efficiently the new applications.

What were DEHN's dominant topics at
Light and Building exhibition and Hanover fair 2012?

The dominant topics were protection of Renewables,
E-mobility, Telecommunication, Process Industry and
Transportation. Another aspect was the protection of
persons working on electrical installations and for live
line working.

Please, present some of DEHN's new
products for Lightning protection of PV
parks and Surge protection of power
supply in buildings available at Southeastern European markets?

In Frankfurt and Hannover we have introduced several new products. Especially in the field of renewables let me mention the DEHNlimit PV 1000 V2 - a
spark-gap-based lightning current arrester for photo-

voltaik applications.
Besides others let me highlight as well the sparkgap-based lightning current arrester DEHNsecure for
modern telecommunication applications and the compact and universal surge arrester DEHNbox for the
protection of data transmission systems in domestic
and industrial applications.

How important is the South-East European market for DEHN?

DEHN runs activities in more than 70 countries.
South-Eastern-Europe is important because of its dynamics due to the expansion of the EU and the concentration on renewables.

Who are your partners at Bulgarian
market?
Typical partners in Bulgaria are for instance:
MAKRIS-GPH - specialized in Safety Equipment,
STIMAR - installation and distribution, and
VALTRONIC - distribution

Does your company have an intention
to expand its partners' network in
Bulgaria?

Of course we'd like to get more customers. On the
other hand most of our products need an explanation
to be chosen and installed correctly. Our existing partners have the knowledge and the experience to do
this in their field.

Which are the latest industrial and energy projects in the SEE region, realized
with DEHN's products and engineering
solutions?

In Bulgaria we sell lightning and surge protection materials for solar power stations as well as in Greece.
Very special materials for the use in explosive atmosphere are applied in oil and gas industry in several
SEE countries.

Could you present the long-term development strategy of DEHN for SEE region?

Depending on our situation in the country we will
achieve or increase a significant market share for lightning and surge protection materials. The key is innovation - at least 30 % of our turnover will be generated
by new products.
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Development of long term partnership
relations is a key part of our strategy

Ladislaus Reiter,
Area Sales Manager
Eastern Europe at Rutronik
Dear. Mr. Reiter, Rutronik Bulgaria celebrates its 10th
anniversary. What market positions the company managed to win here and in which sectors you overwhelm
the competition most successfully?
In Bulgaria, we act most successfully in the industrial market. This is traditionally a very strong market for Rutronik in nearly all of the countries where
we are present. It includes the production of fire-alarm and security systems,
cash registers and fiscal devices, intelligent home systems, motor control
units, energy meters, power electronics and electronic safety-related control
systems for the on-board railway industry, among other applications. Besides, we are doing a lot of business with assembling companies, especially
in the automotive and in the consumer industry. Other important markets for
Rutronik are medical electronics and telecommunications, especially the production of set-top-boxes. Above those ones, we concentrate on the new,
strongly growing markets in Bulgaria renewable energy and street lighting.
We invested a lot in this fields, so we can offer our customers professional,
comprehensive support and components and solutions designed especially
for applications in these markets. We work closely together with our subsidiary Rusol, a system distributor for PV and LED lamps.
In what direction the Bulgarian electronics market has
evolved during this years according to you?
The economic situation in Bulgaria depends strongly on the export to
the Euro Zone (61% of the total export of the country) which is slowing
down - the expected drop for 2012 amounts to - 0.3%. Economists estimate an increase of the GDP of 1.8% in 2011 and forecast an increase of
0.4% in 2012, ahead of the annual average increase of 3.6% in 2013-16.
The average inflation is estimated 4.2% in 2011 and at around 3.1% in
2012-16.
During the last decade we have seen a continuous growth of the electronics market. There are lots of new applications which are driving the
electronics market, some of them I mentioned already like medical electronics, telecommunications or renewable energy.
What are the priorities in your current occupation in
Bulgaria?
Focus on the customers' expectations is our highest priority. We are
developing long term relations with the customers in order to achieve
"win-win" situations.
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In which Eastern European country Rutronik business
has the highest growth rate??
In Turkey, Slovenia and Bulgaria we have a very strong growth rate,
which is higher than the average market growth - wherefore we thank to
our customers!
Which of your products are in great demand in these
markets?
Optoelectronics, storage devices and products for industrial & automotive applications have the highest demand in this area.

Could you make a comparison between Bulgarian, Romanian and Slovenian electronics markets?
While the market in Romania is still dominated by the large CM/EMS
companies, we have a lot of local R&D activities in Bulgaria. Both countries attract R&D and production companies due to the competitive cost
levels, and the well educated local engineers and specialists.
The Slovenian market is slightly different. Many large projects are developed locally, the production stays in most of the cases in the country. Local
CM companies are playing an important role. Slovenia is also very competitive due to highly skilled engineers as well as due to the geographical
location - short distance to the large Western European markets.
What is your long-term development strategy for Bulgarian and Eastern Europe markets as a whole?
As already mentioned, development of long term partnership relations is a
key part of our strategy. We support our local customers with local sales
teams as well as field application engineers. The support of international
customers is co-ordinated from our HQ. We have assigned key account
managers for the major global customers in order to follow their expectations. Increasing of our customer base, as well as widening of the product
portfolio supplied to our customers are also firm parts of our strategy.
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German investors in Serbia sending positive signals for 2012
Annual survey on business environment done earlier this year by the
Serbian-German Economic Association (DSW) among its membership
shows that despite the difficult economic environment, 51% of surveyed
companies are expecting increased business turnover, while 45% of them
foresee profit increase in 2012. As many as 91% of interviewed companies said they would re-invest in Serbia, which is a respectable result compared to surveys in the region.
When evaluating the current state of their own companies, a total of 48% of
respondents claimed it "Good", another 47% were confident that "Average"
would be the right mark, while only 5% assessed it's position poor. When it
comes to their expectations on the development of their businesses in 2012
against last year, almost every second company (45%) expects a progress. A
further 43% predicted unchanged business situation. Only the remaining 12%
expected that their year's economic position will be worse than the last year.
Even though 75% of interviewed members of DSW posted higher turnovers in
2011 compared to the year before, 65% of respondents assess general economic situation in Serbia as poor. Clearly, the economic crisis did not affect
their revenues and business profits. Also, forecasts for business turnover and
operating profit for
2012 show optimism as
51% of companies expect an increase in
business turnover,
while 45% expect an increase in business
profits. When it comes
to new investment and
job creation this year's
results surveys also
show a positive development. The figures
clearly show that German companies have
2009
2010
2011
confidence in Serbia:
41% of them have al-

ready increased investments in 2011, while 36% of them have such plans for
2012 coupled with increase in number of jobs.
Fight against corruption, transparency in public procurement, payment discipline, ensuring legal certainty and predictability of economic policy were assessed as points that need improvement while skilled workforce, academic
education, productivity, availability of skilled labor and labor costs were seen
as Serbia's main strong points. Asked whether they would invest in Serbia
again, as much as 91% of companies gave a positive response (in the last
year's poll this percentage was 79.4%). Thus, Serbia is again ranked high at
the list of most popular investment destinations for German companies, on
equal footing with, for example, Poland or the Czech Republic.
Summing up the results of this year's survey, Michael Schmidt, Executive
Director of the DSW and the Director of the Delegation of German Industry
and Commerce in Serbia, said that "year 2011 was a good year for members
of the Association, while the expectations for 2012 are marked with moderate
optimism. Germany was the most important foreign trade partner of Serbia in
2011, while the trade balance between the two countries returned to the level
before the global crisis. Many firms want to continue investing to create jobs,
expecting, at the same time, higher business turnover, higher profits and profit
from exports, with energy, industry, infrastructure, healthcare, trade, food industry, ICT, tourism, financial sector and green technologies being assessed
as most prosperous".
Source: SIEPA

Honeywell opened new Training Facility to
serve Turkey and neighbouring countries
Honeywell underscored its commitment to Turkey during a recent visit of
one of its top executives for high-growth regions, who outlined Honeywell's
strong position in a variety of industrial sectors and how its technologies
and solutions are contributing to a growing Turkish economy.
In May Norm Gilsdorf, recently named president of high growth regionsRussia, Central Asia and Middle East, held meetings with Honeywell's Turkish leadership team and local customers from the aerospace, energy, finance,
chemicals, and construction sectors. More than 100 customers met with Gilsdorf during a reception held at the historic Esma Sultan Mansion in Istanbul,
where they discussed recent developments in the automation industry and
Honeywell's solutions for high technology industries.
"Honeywell is positioned strongly in a wide variety of industrial sectors
and our technologies are helping to solve some of the world's toughest
challenges linked to safety, security and energy efficiency," said Gilsdorf.
"Our integrated avionics, refining technologies, advanced gas detectors,
industrial automation and building control solutions are also helping Turkey
comply with more stringent safety regulations and to improve energy efficiency in this exciting and growing economy"
A significant indicator of Honeywell's commitment to long term growth and
investment in Turkey was the opening of a new training center in February,
2012. The new center - which will offer an extensive range of Honeywell
training courses - will serve both Turkey and its neighboring countries, acting
as a training hub for the region. Istanbul will also serve as the location of
Honeywell's annual EMEA region Users Group event in November 2012, the
first time its flagship event has taken place in Turkey.

Other recent Honeywell successes in Turkey

Honeywell Turkey was awarded a contract by TUPRAS, a leader in
refining, to provide a new Jetty Metering System at Izmit Refinery including the implementation of its Field Advisor software. All product sales of
the refinery will be managed through the new Honeywell metering sys-
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tem after the project
completion. Honeywell was also recently
selected by PETKIM,
a petrochemical leader, for two Advanced
Process
Control
(APC) projects at its
Ethylene and Aromatics Plants, after successful completion of
its VCM Plant APC Project in Izmir which improved energy efficiency and
throughput.
Honeywell has also helped develop Turkey's first intelligent buildings.
Honeywell automation systems have been installed in critical infrastructures, industrial and commercial buildings such as TT Arena stadium, BTC
Pipeline, Is Bankas; Headquarters and Ford Motor Company's Otosan Golcuk Plant, as well as in industrial facilities such as TUPRAS refineries and
BOTAS liquid natural gas terminals. The intelligent buildings integrate advanced technology such as Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
(HVAC), life systems and security systems.
"Honeywell has grown rapidly in Turkey by focusing on the customer and
delivering high levels of quality, delivery, and service," said Asuman Guven, general manager, Honeywell Turkey. "Our new demonstration and
training center will help us to better showcase our extensive industrial solutions, as well as deliver in-depth training for those users who have already
invested in Honeywell technology."
Honeywell Turkey was established in 1992 and currently operates each
of the company's four business units: Aerospace, Automation and Control
Solutions, Transportation Systems and Specialty Materials.
Source: Honeywell

Atlas Copco has agreed to acquire the Ekomak Group, a Turkish manufacturer of industrial screw compressors, strengthening its market position in the region. Ekomak has a strong domestic position in industries
such as metal works, textile and manufacturing.
Ekomak was established in 1992 and has around 160 employees. It
is privately owned and had revenues in the last 12 months of approximately MEUR 23 (MSEK 200). The company develops, produces and
sells stationary, oil-injected screw compressors, including variable frequency drive options.
Headquartered in Istanbul with manufacturing in Edirne, Turkey, Ekomak also has its own sales and service operations in Russia and Germany and a network of distributors for other countries.
"By acquiring Ekomak, we will further expand and strengthen our presence in Turkey and Russia. Ekomak is a well-established brand within
its segments and markets. It has a strong potential for further growth and
is a good complement to our existing offering," says Stephan Kuhn,
Business Area President for Compressor Technique.
Ekomak will be part of the Industrial Air division within Compressor
Technique. The acquisition is expected to be closed during the third
quarter of 2012.
Atlas Copco is an industrial group with world-leading positions in
compressors, expanders and air treatment systems, construction and
mining equipment, power tools and assembly systems. With innovative products and services, Atlas Copco delivers solutions for sustainable productivity. The company was founded in 1873, is based in
Stockholm, Sweden, and has a global reach spanning more than 170
countries. In 2011, Atlas Copco had 37 500 employees and revenues
of BSEK 81(BEUR 9).
Atlas Copco's Compressor Technique business area provides industrial compressors, gas and process compressors and expanders, air
and gas treatment equipment and air management systems. It has a
global service network and offers specialty rental services. Compressor Technique innovates for sustainable productivity in the manufacturing, oil and gas, and process industries. Principal product development and manufacturing units are located in Belgium, Germany, the
United States, China and India.

SEE BUSINESS

Atlas Copco to acquire compressor
manufacturer in Turkey

Earlier this year Atlas Copco opened its expanded plant in Ruse, Bulgaria. The investment is EUR 3.8 million. The company is manufacturer
of construction and assembly machinery and equipment, drills, compressors, generators, mining equipment and other. Bulgarian company
name is Atlas Copco Lifton". At the beginning of last year it became
clear that the company is closing one of its plants in Sweden and expanding its production here.
"I am extremely pleased with the achieved results of the Bulgarian subsidiary, as well as workers' skills and their ability to adapt
quickly to changing work environment," said Henk Brouwer, president of the division "Construction Tools" at the opening of the extension in Ruse.
Atlas Copco enter Bulgaria in 2005 when the Swedes gained Ruse
plant for hydraulic drilling equipment "Lifton Bulgaria" from previous
owner - British Lifton, who in 1994 bought the former company "Hidroprobivna Tehnika". By 2008, the local representative of the group
was already a top seller for the Balkans, over 90% of production is
exported to European markets, USA and China. Meanwhile the company opened an office in Sofia, which deals exclusively with the sale
of Group products.

Martifer Solar opens new offices in Romania and
installs its first photovoltaic plant in the market
Martifer Solar is opening a new office in Romania. Based in Bucharest,
the new subsidiary will share the same building of all the other business
units of Martifer group which is already present in the Romanian market
since 2004. The company is now present in more than 20 countries over
4 continents (Europe, North and Latin America, Africa and Asia).
At this regard, Pedro Pereira, Martifer Solar's Regional Manager for the
Mediterranean and Managing Director for Romania, commented that
"with about 500 people working for Martifer group related companies in
Romania, entering this market for us is like being home. We know we
can count with the support of highly skilled and experienced colleagues
which will make our job much easier from the beginning".
Martifer Solar recently signed an EPC Contract for the construction of a
large-scale photovoltaic plant in Romania. Also according to Pedro Pereira, "based on an intense business development activity we have been
doing in the Balkans, we are glad to be one of the first players entering
the Romanian PV market with this deal".
At present, only 2MW of photovoltaic installations are officially gridconnected in Romania.
Martifer Solar is part of the Martifer Group, a multinational industrial

group with more than 3,000
employees focused on metallic constructions and solar
energy. Martifer SGPS, SA is
the holding company of the
Group and has been listed
on Euronext Lisbon since
June 2007.
Martifer Solar is present all
over the world, focusing on
EPC, O&M and the distribution of PV modules and components, via its subsidiary MPrime.
The company is based in Portugal and has presence in Europe (Spain,
Italy, Greece, Belgium, France, Czech Republic, Slovakia, United Kingdom, Germany and Romania), North and Latin America (United States,
Canada, Mexico and Chile), Africa (Cape Verde, Mozambique and South
Africa) and Asia (India, United Arab Emirates and Singapore).
Source: Martifer Solar
south-east european INDUSTRIAL
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Detection by deflection; capacitive touch
sensing with all-metal front panels
By Darren Wenn,
Microchip Technology
Touch-screen and touch-panel interfaces have rapidly assumed the position
of input-medium-of-choice in a wide variety of application spaces, driven to a
large extent by the success of portable products such as Apple's iPhone and
iPad. Touch-driven interfaces have a long history prior to the current phase of
widespread acceptance in the consumer electronics space; a wide variety of
sensing technologies, and a great deal of ingenuity, have been applied to the
problem over many years. Today's explosive growth in touch-based products
has lead to consumer-product reviewers and, even, the consumers themselves,
pronouncing on the superiority of capacitive over resistive technologies.
Capacitive touch has many advantages: it is low power, low cost, simple to
implement, mechanically reliable, and it allows product designers a great deal of
freedom in matters such as shape and placement of buttons, sliders, and the
other control formats that have become ubiquitous. In fact, there is a plethora of
capacitive sensing approaches for designers to choose from, all differing in the
detail of the techniques they employ, and all sufficiently different that their respective vendors can assert patentable rights over them.
In all cases, however, the field-effect nature of capacitive touch sensing still
imposes some limitations, irrespective of the detailed implementation. Standard
capacitive touch systems do not normally work through metal; and the technique demands special software - in effect, signal-processing of the sensor data
- in order to maintain operation in environments with radiated and/or conducted
noise. This is a far-from-trivial point when the touch interface paradigm moves
beyond the "cool-gadget" context and into mission-critical industrial control or
medical applications. Some other limitations of capacitive technologies include
limited ability to correctly detect a touch in the presence of water or other contaminants, or if gloves (especially heavy protective gloves) are worn; and the
fact that when the location of a button is only delineated graphically, a problem
is created for visually impaired users who rely on Braille.

Detecting panel flexure

A new technique that adapts proven detection circuitry techniques with a simple, novel physical construction, overcomes all of these limitations without compromising power consumption or design simplicity. With the Metal Over Cap
approach, all of the circuitry is safely concealed behind a panel - usually, the
front-panel of the product itself - yet it retains sensitivity to touch and immunity to
false input-detection.
In a traditional capacitive system, the user changes the value of a capacitance
by placing their finger in close proximity to the sensor. The user's finger becomes
part of the sensing capacitor, either forming the second plate of the capacitor, or
changing the dielectric properties around an existing double-plate device. The
change in value is detected by a variety of circuit techniques: for example, one
elementary method is for the sense capacitor to set the frequency of an oscillator,
and the altered capacitance shifts the frequency by a measurable amount.
In contrast to arrangements that use the touching finger directly as a capacitor
plate, the Metal Over Cap touch system uses a conductive target, suspended
over the capacitive touch sensors, to form the second plate of the capacitor.
When a user applies pressure on the target (panel), the resulting deformation of
the target moves it closer to the capacitive sensor. A practical design requires a
change in capacitor-plate spacing - and of capacitance, as capacitance varies
inversely with distance between plates - of 6% or more. The change in capacitance is then measured by a microcontroller. Figure 1A shows the basic construction of a typical metal over capacitive touch sensor, and Figure 1B depicts

Figure 1A: Cross section of metal over capacitive (unpressed)

Figure 1C: Cross section of metal over capacitive (pressed) using
a plastic target

the deformation due to a user's press.
Figure 1C shows an alternate configuration that employs a metal target bonded to the back of a plastic fascia layer. The target in this configuration can be
either a thin sheet of metal bonded to the back of the plastic fascia, or a metal
flashing or coating on the plastic sheet. While the metal target still performs
the same electrical function as a metal fascia system, it is the physical characteristics of the plastic which determine the mechanical deviation to the user's
press in this configuration.
The design of a successful Metal Over Cap device, and selecting appropriate materials and dimensions, involves balancing a number of factors. The
material from which the panel is constructed must be thin and flexible enough
to deform under a touch or light press; however, the configuration is sensitive
to very small physical deformations, and this requirement is readily met. The
material should be resilient and should only deform within its elastic limit, up
to the anticipated maximum applied pressure, so that it returns to its "flat"
condition after pressure is removed. Other considerations include the size of
the buttons (or other control objects) and their separation, the adhesive system used to bond the spacer and target layer to the PCB, and the thickness of
the spacer layer. Spacing between buttons is important in order to minimise
movement on the sensors adjacent to the one selected.
Button size, layout and separation is important to minimise the panel deflection over the sensors adjacent to the one that is pressed, bearing in mind that in
an application where hands may be gloved, the touch might not always be
centred on the target. Factors that affect how the buttons interact include the
elasticity of the target material; and the adhesion of the adhesive used to bond
the target to the spacer. If the target is too stiff and the adhesive is elastic, then a
force applied to button A will cause the target over sensor B to lift. A practical
constraint for panel design is that the spacing between buttons should be at
least one-third to one-half of the diameter of the buttons themselves; and, with
the very wide range of materials that are usable for both panel and spacer
layers, designers should work closely with the manufacturer of the adhesive to
select a suitable system.
Design of the spacer layer itself is one further consideration; the designer is
attempting to achieve flex in the target layer or panel, while avoiding any movement in the PCB carrying the fixed capacitor plates. As well as maintaining the
required gap, the spacer layer has to be rigid; PCB material (FR4), or some
other non-deformable plastic film, can carry out this task.

Electrical Design

Detection of the shift in capacitance can employ a number of techniques
similar to those used in other capacitive touch sensor architectures. Microchip offers two systems, both of which work well with the Metal Over Cap
construction. In the Capacitive Voltage Divider (CVD) approach, the sensor
capacitance is connected in parallel with an analogue/digital converter's
sample-and-hold capacitor; the change in touched vs. untouched capacitance appears as a voltage shift at the ADC's input and is converted to a
digital value. The Charge Time Measurement Unit (CTMU) technique uses
a constant-current source and measures the capacitance via its charge/
discharge curve. In both cases, full software is available to incorporate into
microcontroller coding.
Both detection techniques yield a shift of 60-100 counts in a 12-14 bit result,
for a 6% capacitance change. This is sufficient to provide a well-discriminated
touch detection, although care is needed in design of the system to reduce both
mechanical and electrical noise. AC and DC grounding of the target layer,
screening of the sensing PCB, careful routing of connections, and good practice
in the selection of bypass capacitors, will result in a robust design.

Conclusion

Figure 1B: Cross section of metal over capacitive (pressed)
10
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The combination of a deformable panel/target layer and the low power and
simplicity of capacitive touch detection create a powerful combination: challenges associated with operation in the presence of water and noise are eliminated, the proximity-trigger effect is replaced with actuation according to the
designer's exact specifications, and the system retains the low-power operation of capacitive touch.

SEE ELECTRONICS

Success Stories
in Bulgarian Electronics Industry
Bulgaria is a key electronics manufacturing hub in Southeast Europe. The country is increasingly being preferred by many electronics assemblers and is set to
emerge as one of the key recipients of foreign direct investments in electronics industry. The article presents three successful long-standing investments in the sector.

Melexis Bulgaria
Melexis Bulgaria has now more than 13 years of successful presence in the
market and represents the first foreign investment in the area of microelectronics in Bulgaria. Since its start, the company has grown at a substantial rate.
Based in Sofia, in 2006 Melexis relocated to a newly refurbished 7800 m2 facility containing office space, R&D, test areas, and over 1000 m2 clean rooms for
handling semiconductors. The importance of the Bulgarian site in the international family of Melexis has increased since bringing the new location online. For
the years of 2006 and 2007 Melexis has invested over EUR 13 mil. in Bulgaria
for buildings, utilities and equipment.
Melexis core experience supplying ICs for automotive electronics sustains
the expansion into Application Specific Standard
Products for industrial and
consumer product applications. Its product range includes sensor, communication, actuator ICs and
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs).

Melexis customers to
achieve their product development goals on time, in
budget and with sustainable
profit margins. Micro-machined silicon technology
coupled with Melexis mixed
signal design has yielded infrared thermometers, accelerometers and pressure sensors that opened new
opportunities for customers in leading edge systems for cars, appliances, industrial machinery and consumer goods. Integrated Hall effect fan drivers allow
Melexis customers to win business in the latest computer, gaming and entertainment systems worldwide. Cell phones, handheld remote controls, battery
charging controllers are a few demanding mixed signal and sensing applications
currently benefiting from Melexis semiconductor expertise and advanced manufacturing capabilities.

Automotive electronics systems

Foremost Melexis designs and develops for automotive electronics systems.
Today nearly all automobile brands worldwide rely on Melexis ICs to safely,
efficiently and comfortably convey passengers and goods. The growth in the
electronic content of automobiles worldwide continues to demand increasingly
capable ICs and IC sensors. The quality and reliability focus required to serve
the automotive market has resulted in Melexis achieving certification to the newest, most demanding internationally recognized Quality Standard, ISO/TS16949.
Melexis IC's make a difference in the vehicles of companies like MercedesBenz, BMW, Audi, VW, Suzuki, Toyota, GM and Ford.

World Class Silicon Solutions

Melexis customers are winning business in many other areas than just automobiles. Technology development in RF and RFID components has enabled

Melexis is also the world's leading manufacturer of fully protected microcontrollers with sensor compatible interfaces.
Melexis is also involved in many cutting edge new development areas such
as: TPMS (tire pressure monitoring), acceleration sensors, solid state gyroscopes, automotive CMOS cameras, heads-up-displays (HUD), optical bus, integrated LIN microcontroller family, 360-degree position sensing, ultra high-voltage (650V) engine ignition IC's, and many others. Its ongoing commitment to
R&D in new product areas keeps Melexis customers ahead of the competition.

Johnson Controls Electronics
Johnson Controls is one of the world's leading suppliers of automotive interiors, electronics and batteries. Some 75,000 employees develop and produce
seating systems, instrument panels/cockpits, door systems, overhead systems,
integrated automotive interiors, interior electronics, electrical energy management and automotive batteries. The priorities of the Johnson Controls activity
are new products, concepts and solutions for all automotive customers - such as
Ford Motor Company, General Motors Corporation, Mercedes Car Group, VW
Group, Honda, Toyota, and many others.
The company entered the Bulgarian market in 2001 by establishing a unit
developing software solutions for the automotive industry. In 2006 Johnson
Controls opened an electronics design center in Sofia - one of the nine
technology centers of the company. 500 employees in Sofia join forces with
the technological
centers
in
France, Germany and the USA.
In
Bulgaria,
Johnson Controls has developed products
for automobile gi12
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ants like BMW, Daimler
Chrysler, Renault, Nissan,
PSA Peugeot Citroen and
GM. Besides, the company organizes the traditional software competition
"Code Racers" intended
for Bulgarian software specialists and professionals searching for recognition and possibility to reveal their abilities.

Electronics solutions

Johnson Controls' portfolio of electronics solutions is tailored to specific
customer and market requirements, with seamless integration into the vehicle's interior. Johnson Controls has over 1,000 engineers, electronics
specialists, and designers at seven Research and Development Centers
in Europe, North America, and Asia who develop innovative electronics
solutions for Driver Information, Infotainment, Connectivity, Body Electronics and HomeLink.
Johnson Controls' electronics solutions include: Human Machine Interaction
Design Expertise; Driver Information; Infotainment & Connectivity; HomeLink;
Body Electronics.

STEINER
ELEKTRONIK LTD

Established in 1969 as a deliverer of the defence
industry SET PCB Technology Ltd. in Rousse
proved itself for more than 40 years as one of the
largest PCB manufacturers in Europe.
SET PCB Technology a dynamic market-driven
company based on high flexibility. Over 3000 kg
bare printed circiut boards leave every week the
production to more than 500 customers in Bulgaria
and Western Europe.
Based on the current IPC standards combined
with the ISO 9001:2008 and UL certificates, the
team is motivated and in interest of the customers
in order to meet all their requirements. This is confirmed by the automotive customers.

Producer of assembled and tested high quality
printed circuit boards
Steiner Electronic Ltd. is an innovative, dynamic
and entrepreneurial company. Its core competences are from the components purchasing, PCB assembly, testing, coating, cable confection to the labeling and packing of the boards.
The name Steiner Electronic stands not only for
the highest quality and quick service but also for
international presence.

PRODUCT LINE-UP

 Manual and semiautomatic assembly of conventional elements
 Partial soldering and complete wave-soldering
incl. RoHS
 Flexible components preparation

 Single sided PCBs
 PCBs with nonplated-through holes
 PCBs with plated-through holes
 Multilayer
 High frequency PCBs - Rogers material
 IMS PCBs
 Flexible PCBs and
 High Tg PCBs (up to 2000C)

TECHNOLOGIES

 Lead-free hot air leveling (HAL)
 Scoring
 Carbon print
 Peelable masks
 Immersion Ni/Au
 Immersion Sn
 Self-produced dies
 Plated-through slots
 Press Fit technology
 Plated-through borders
 Copper thickness up to 400 um

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Quality means meeting the customers' requirements. Constant control monitoring process according to the guideline of ISO 9001:2008 guarantees the high quality manufacturing. The printed
curcuit boards leave the production 100% electrically tested.

ECOLOGY

The combination of careful use of quality materials, the waste water treatment station of the german company Guetling together with the guideline
according to ISO 14001 successfully prevents environmental pollution.

Quality Assurance

 Quality control system according to ISO
9001:2008
 Meeting the customers' requirements and standards
 Manufacturing according to the international standards - IPC & ISO 14001

TECHNOLOGY
THT Assembly

SMD Assembly

 Automatic SMD assembly with Reflow-soldering
and adhesive technology
 SMD assembly line by JUKI with 2 integrated automatic loaders and an oven for Reflow-soldering
Vitronics Soltec
 Manual SMD assembly for prototypes and small
series
 Assembly of components from 0201 to 55 mm2 25 000 components/hour
 Assembly of exotic elements

Test

 Testing of specific assembled PCBs:
 Programming
 Functional test
 In-Circuit test
 Automatical Optical Inspection (AOI) with high performance system VantageTM S22 by Orbotech

AOI Test Parameter

 Testing speed 20 cm2/sec
 Real 3D image by high resolution cameras
 Detection of presence and absence components,
placement accuracy and polarity of the components, tombstone effect, fillet lifting, short-circuits
 Optical character recognition (OCR)
 Testing of objects with maximal size up to
450x405mm

Cable confection

 Cutting off flat and round cables with the flat-cutter FS 100 by CAB
 Cable stripping and crimping - with Strip Crimp
200 by Schleuniger
 Cable contact testing with 384 testing points with
FA Kabtec 192 Tester by Seltronic

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Assembly

 Entire units' assembly
 Mechanical treatment
 Cleaning-up
 Complete or selective coating

Based on the ISO 9001:2008 certificate and
the ESD guidelines, Steiner Elektronik works
on the current IPC standards inclusive IPC 610
und IPC 61340.
A professional statistical process control helps the
company detect problems in time and solve them
immediately.
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SEE INDUSTRY

Safe work conditions
in the industry
Good practices in Turkey and Romania

Risk management in Erdemir, Turkey - manufacturer
of basic iron and steel and of ferro-alloys
ERDEMIR is an integrated steel mill which
produces strip products. The Turkish company employs 7500 workers. There are 22
operational departments with a production
site. Steel making characteristically is a
heavy industry, comprising many hazards
and risks in the workplace. Among the most
common causes of injury and illness in the
iron and steel industry are: slips, trips and
falls on the same level; falls from height; unguarded machinery; falling objects; working
in confined spaces; moving machinery; onsite transport, forklifts and cranes; exposure
to controlled and uncontrolled energy sources; inhalable agents (gases, vapours, dusts
and fumes); skin contact with chemicals;
contact with hot metal; fire and explosion;
extreme temperatures; radiation (non-ionizing, ionizing); noise and vibration; electrical
burns and electric shock; manual handling
and repetitive work; etc.
The management of risks is not a linear
process; rather it is the balancing of a number of interwoven elements which interact
with each other and which have to be in balance with each other. Where suppliers and/
or partners are involved, it is important to
gain a shared view of the risks and how they
will be managed.

Considering the size of the company, it is very
important that these occupational hazards and
risks are identified and evaluated in a structured and uniform way. The results obtained
by risk assessment are evaluated and analysed to improve work safety. The results are
also used in other occupational health and
safety processes like tracing health parameters, starting preventive actions, deciding personal protective equipments, etc. Risk assessment cards prepared in Excel or Word formats
can mostly not meet the needed requirements.
ERDEMIR aims to manage risk exposure by
taking action to keep exposure to an acceptable level, and this in a cost-effective way. In
14
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order to do so, risk management at ERDEMIR
involves having: up-to-date information about
risks; decision-making processes supported
by a framework of risk analysis and evaluation; processes in place to monitor risks; the
right balance of control in place to deal with
those risks.
ERDEMIR developed computer software to
enable an effective online risk assessment.
The ERDEMIR Risk Assessment Program
(ERAS) software was developed by the
firm's own software team. The system enables data analysis and traceability. In addition, the system is not found on a constant
base; it was designed to enable permanent
adaptations to different environment factors
and conditions. Additions and subtractions
can be made easily.

The ERAS system enables easy searches and provision of procedures, instructions, required personal protective equipment, training booklets, information on past
accidents, former prevention measures,
etc. Search function of the ERAS program,
has different criteria by what can be
searched on in the system.

What was achieved?

ERAS has several parameters, which are
hazards, sources of hazards, risks, working areas, risk level, health effects (acute, chronic),
personal protective equipments, MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet), teams of risk assessment, etc. The system can be adjusted according to those parameters. Furthermore, the system is able to take into account new working
conditions, technologies and/or equipment,
and the requirements of new workers or trainees. New hazards and risks can easily be added or changed.
The assessment of identified risks is done in
ERAS by determination of risk levels (risk classification). These risk levels are a multiple of
the likelihood (probability of occurrence) and
the severity of risks. For both factors (likelihood
and severity), there is scale of five degrees.
The minimum risk level is thus one; the maximum risk level is 25. Priority preventive actions
are taken based on these risk classifications.
Risk assessment at ERDEMIR is done by
specific risk assessment teams. Each unit has
such a risk assessment team, which consists
of five workers from the unit concerned.

Since the introduction of this risk assessment
software, it has been much easier to determine
risks and risk levels, and to take corrective actions. Moreover, in order to prevent occupational diseases, workers can be swapped between different units for specified periods. Parameters of the program are determined by the
experts so that the same definition and terminology is used for every unit. This system can
be accessed by all workers at any time. It has
also contributed to a reduction in costs incurred
for accidents and occupational illnesses.
Success factors: easy sorting and analysis
of risk assessment data; adaptability of all
parameters in the system; determination of
programme parameters by experts so that
the same definitions, terminology, and risk
rating system are used for risk assessment
activities in every unit; ability to ensure effective risk assessment for activities which
show a variable character (the production in
the operational units continues for 24 hours);
easy risk analyses and revisions due to the
guidance of the software to the system administrators, assessments with the workers,
and traceability of the data; fast identification of hazards/hazard sources, risk concepts and health effects (acute/chronic), and
fast analysis of risks; easy risk assessment
of chemicals and chemical compounds;
quick provision of Material Safety Data
Sheets (MSDS) of chemicals and chemical
compounds; etc.
Source: EU-OSHA
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OSH improvement in Enel Romania
Enel is the greatest power company in Italy and the second greatest
company of utilities in Europe. It is present in over 23 countries in Europe,
North America and South America. Enel also is the most important private investor in the electric power sector of Romania with over 5,000
employees. The company policy aimed at achieving the highest OSH
(Occupational Safety and Health) standards for all its employees worldwide. This consisted in a special challenge especially because of the
broad geographical area of Enel operations and the particularities encountered in each of the countries in terms of OSH legal framework and
its implementation instruments, working environment, working force's
training, etc. In this context, the top management's support plays a crucial
role as it has to conduct an adequate OSH policy, to survey its implementation and, nevertheless, to allocate the necessary funds to support it.

This case study aims at describing the way this process has been carried out in Enel Romania, the problems faced, the objectives, the measures taken and the outcomes.

Aims

The company's top management policy on OSH aims at ensuring the
highest OSH standards for all its employees through adequate OSH
measures and actions, appropriate funding, permanent concern and
the active participation of the leadership structures at all the levels in
this ongoing process. Moreover, the company's OSH policy aims at
transposing the same OSH standards to the company's subcontractors
and to its customers as well through a broad range of initiatives carried
out at all company levels.
For achieving this goal, a series of significant initiatives on OSH have
been developed 24/7 OSH Project. The "24/7 OSH Project" (24 hrs / 7
days a week) was launched under the company's leadership coordination within the 'Safety Culture Initiatives'. This ongoing project on OSH
consists of actions such as:
"Safety Walks": Safety walks are on-site visits up to the smallest work
points to see and evaluate the OSH related aspects e.g. machinery and
equipment related risks, wearing of adequate PPE by the workers, the
work behavior, employees' awareness on OSH, etc. These visits are regularly attended by the Country Manager himself, the General Managers,
the Heads of Directions, the OSH responsible personnel and the tradeunions' representatives.
Periodical meetings held with the participation of the top management,
the 1st line management, the 2nd line management, OSH responsible
staff, trade-unions' representatives / workers' representatives, and workers e.g. employees from the smallest working units (2-3 - worker teams).
In these meetings, OSH related aspects and the workers present work
situations are discussed, positive/negative examples are analyzed and
improvements are decided on.
OSH programmes are regularly run and training courses are held with
the top management, the 1st line and the 2nd line management, on
current OSH topics and/or new OSH related aspects imposed by the
specific activities and developments carried out within the company.
They are meant to ensure a permanent (24 hrs / 7days a week) concern
of the managing personnel on the OSH related aspects within the company and to update the management on the latest developments and the
implementation of OSH strategies.
16
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All working teams regularly attend a 2-week OSH training programme
outside the company. In addition ongoing appropriate training is provided
for supervisors and trainers as well. Trainings include manuals and brochures, practical demonstrations, films, and on-site visits. In addition to
taking care of employees' health at work the programme includes a health
promotion part, that primarily focuses on a healthy lifestyle. Trainings are
offered to workers targeting current domestic activities implying risks when
handling various household electric appliances, healthy diet, personal
hygiene rules, etc.

OSH management system

The company's leadership commitment on OSH is also visible as regards the implementation of a high quality OSH management system.
This is an ongoing process consisting of:
Setting up adequate procedures for the access to the legal OSH provisions and conformity assessment, and drawing up of working instructions, e.g. the Romanian Safety Plan including over 20 procedures to be
carried out for an efficient risk management;
Workplace assessment to identify the work related hazards and risks up
to the smallest work points;
An ongoing modernization process of the equipment and installations
ensures the reduction and elimination of risks at work, changes include
automation, remote control at the transforming stations and posts, equipment safety design, safe power supply, etc.;
A permanently updated database on the personal protective equipment
(PPE) was installed. Along with this PPE are constantly checked, trainings on PPE use are carried out. The company management also ensures and encourages workers' participation in the decision making process on OSH:
Workers' consultation on safety matters is part of the communication culture within Enel. Measures embrace for example open discussions and debates at the meetings on OSH, including the senior management participation. Annual questionnaires (check-lists) on various
topics on the company related matters, inclusively on OSH, as part of
the Work Climate Survey, are carried out. The trade-union's representative plays a significant role in the decision making process on
OSH at company level.

What was achieved?

The implementation of an efficient OSH management system has
been achieved at all the company levels. The top management played
a crucial role in this process. It resulted in improved OSH parameters
including safer equipment, installations & operating procedures, safer
and healthier workplaces, less work accidents and sickness absence,
improved operating parameters at the organization level. Records of
these parameters are studied and periodically compared, accompanied
by judicious cost benefit analysis.
Source: EU - OSHA

Metso has signed an agreement with AGE ENERJI Yatirimlari one of
Turkey's major energy companies, to automate a greenfield combinedcycle power plant in Denizli, Turkey. The 205.5 MW greenfield power
plant fueled by natural gas is scheduled to start up by the end of 2012.
Metso's delivery scope consists of a high-tech Metso DNA automation
system with which the power plant will be controlled. All communication, controllers and I/O modules are redundant to ensure high system
availability. The Metso DNA user interface supports intuitive navigation
and provides a practically unlimited number of scalable process graphics with pop-up windows, loop-specific detailed operation windows and
dynamic loop-specific interlock windows. The system interface is bilingual - Turkish and English. Metso DNA supports a multi-lingual user
interface in which any pre-defined language can be selected from the
pull-down menu by the operator.
The delivery also includes an integrated Metso DNA information management system featuring advanced web-based solutions. The delivery
will take place at the beginning of August.
With the issue of the Electricity Market Law in Turkey, the private sector
has been encouraged to make new investments in the energy sector.
After completion of the new plant in Denizli, the company's total electricity
production capacity will amount to 295 MW in 2013. AGE ENERJI' s
future target in production is to reach 700 MW by 2016.
AGE ENERJI is a subsidiary of AGE Group of Companies, which serves
both private and public institutions with 38 years' experience in infrastructure,
superstructure and energy sectors. The group is headquartered in Ankara,
Turkey. In 2011, its net sales amounted to approximately USD 150 million.

SEE PROJECTS

Metso to automate a combined-cycle power
plant in Turkey

Metso is a global supplier of technology and services to customers
in the process industries, including mining, construction, pulp and paper, power, and oil and gas. Our 30,000 professionals based in over
50 countries deliver sustainability and profitability to customers worldwide. Expect results.
The Automation segment's process automation and flow control solutions meet the growing needs of Metso's customer industries to improve production process efficiency as raw materials and energy sources become scarcer and their costs increase. Our global network of service experts delivers business solutions to our customers that improve
their productivity, lower risks and optimize costs.
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Kolubara B lignite fired power plant
in central Serbia
The EBRD is at the preliminary stage of considering the financing for
the construction of the new 750 MW Kolubara B lignite fired power plant
in central Serbia that would replace a number of obsolete power generation units in the country. As a signatory to the Energy Community Treaty,
Serbia is committed to comply with EU environmental standards for the
energy sector by the end of 2017.
EPS, the Serbian state owned power utility, is actively working to
rehabilitate and improve existing power plants to ensure that they
comply with the EU's environmental standards by this deadline, but a
number of plants will have to be closed. The Serbian government and
EPS therefore initiated a tender process to select a private investor to
construct, finance and operate 750 MW of replacement capacity at
the Kolubara B site next to the Kolubara lignite mining basin, 40 kilometres from Belgrade.
Following an international tender procedure the Italian utility Edison submitted a bid, which was accepted, and accordingly signed a joint venture
agreement with EPS on the development of the Kolubara B project in
June 2011.
The Project will be the first significant private sector investment in
Serbia's power generation sector. At present EPS dominates the
Serbian power sector, and with the exception of some small renewable energy projects, the electricity sector is state owned. The
Project will set a template both for further private investments in the
power sector and more widely for private involvement in public infrastructure in Serbia. It will result in reduced carbon intensity of
Serbia's generation and therefore avoided greenhouse gas emis-

sions. It will set a benchmark for the renewal of Serbia's and the
West Balkans' generating infrastructure.
The Project will be an A-category project for the purposes of the
Bank's Environmental and Social Policy. It will therefore require a
comprehensive Environmental and Social Impact Assessment and
extensive public consultation, taking into account the views of all
stakeholders. This project is at a very preliminary stage and the
environmental and social due diligence has not yet started. This
PSD will be updated and expanded once EBRD has determined the
scope of the due diligence.
Text source: EBRD; Picture source: Bankwatch

A new combined cycle gas unit in
TPP-HP Novi Sad
A new combined cycle gas unit will be constructed at the existing TPPHP Novi Sad location in the coming years. The unit is planned to produce
up to 3,3 billion KWh of electrical energy annually, out of which 840 million KWh would be delivered to Novi Sad. Improvement of the existing
technology of steam cycle unit in TPP-HP Novi Sad and introduction of a
modern technology in regards to production of electrical and thermal energy in cogeneration, will provide primary fuel savings - natural gas - for
some 30%.
In order to successfully implement the project, JP Elektroprivreda Srbije
and the City of Novi Sad founded in July 2009 a joint company - Energija
a.d. Novi Sad (ENS), while the procedure for strategic partner selection is
underway. In the process of additional capital formation with ENS, the
City invests the plot of land with existing infrastructure and JP EPS invests existing plant TPP-HP Novi Sad. The selected strategic partner is
expected to participate in the additional capital formation through investment of approximately 200 million Euro, used for constructing a new
steam-gas power plant. ENS will, therefore, become independent, mixed
ownership producer of electrical and thermal energy.
In regards to procedure for strategic partner selection, deadline for submitting tender documents was set for 01 December 2010, while it is expected for the new plant to start producing first kilowatts in cogeneration
already in 2014.
We should bear in mind that the European Commission has set an
objective - the share of electrical energy produced in cogeneration must
reach 18% at a national level. Today in Serbia, cogeneration participates
with less than one percent. The capacities are obviously underestimated,
despite the fact that cogeneration might play significant role in raising the
level of efficiency in using primary energy, with subsequent contribution
18
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to diminishing negative influence to environment.
A significant and comprehensive reconstruction and modernization of
administration system has been initiated in TPP-HP Novi Sad in 2008.
The modern administration system is based on computer technology and
full automation, which raises the level of safety and security of the plant's
operation and advances the energy efficiency in the work of the overall
system. The plan is for the management system of the whole plant to be
entirely modernized by the end of this year.
Source: Panonske Thermal Power Plant-Heating Plant

ABB will supply automation and safety systems, electrical equipment
and related services for a new gas compression station that will serve the
natural gas pipeline running across northern Turkey. The contract was
awarded by Teknotes, the Turkish EPC subcontractor of engineering and
construction firm Tecnicas Reunidas. The end customer is Botas, Turkey's state owned petroleum pipeline corporation.
The Erzincan Gas Compressor Station will be located in eastern Turkey
and will consist of four turbine/compressor units with three units in operation and one unit spare. The flow rate of the pipeline varies between 1.6
to 2 million standard cubic meters per hour; ABB's delivery will help to
increase the overall transportation capacity of the pipeline, which supplies energy to a majority of Turkey's residents.
ABB's scope of supply includes an integrated 800xA automation system to control the compressor station and other processes, 800xA High
Integrity safety system for emergency shut down, instrumentation, as well
as transformers, medium and low voltage panels, and other electrical
equipment. ABB will also provide all site control and engineering documentation, and related installation services.
"ABB's advanced automation solutions, electrical scope of supply, and indepth process knowledge will help this site to operate efficiently, reliably
and safely from day one." said Veli-Matti Reinikkala, head of ABB's Process Automation division. "Our excellent industry reputation and project
experience with this pipeline were also important in this contract win."
This is ABB's third gas compressor station contract from Botas in the
last three years. ABB also delivered electrification and automation systems also for the previous two stations, in Sivas and Corum, Turkey.
ABB's Process Automation division delivers industry specific solutions
and services for industrial automation and plant electrification. These so-

lutions help customers meet their critical business needs in the areas of
energy efficiency, operational profitability, capital productivity, risk management, and global responsibility. Available industry specific solutions
include process control, instrumentation, analytics, safety, plant optimization, telecommunications, energy management and power distribution.
ABB is a leader in power and automation technologies that enable utility
and industry customers to improve performance while lowering environmental impact. The ABB Group of companies operates in around 100
countries and employs about 145,000 people.
Source: ABB
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ABB to control natural gas compressor station
in Turkey

SEE PROJECTS

800 MW Combined-cycle gas power plant
in Denizli, Turkey
The plant will run at full capacity throughout the year
RWE together with Turcas intends to build and operate a combined cycle gas power plant with an installed capacity of approximately 800 MW. The natural gas-fired combined-cycle power plant
will be built in the Kaklik Municipality of the Honaz district in the
Denizli province of Turkey. The 500 million Euro project broke
ground in April 2011 and is scheduled to become operational by
the end of 2012. It aims to meet the increasing demand for energy
in the Denizli province. The power generated by the plant will account for 2% of the total electricity production of Turkey.
RWE holds a 70% stake in the project and will operate the
plant. The remaining 30% is held by Turcas Guney Elektrik Uretim (Turcas).
The project was originally planned by E.ON & Turcas, a joint venture company between E.ON and Turkas. E.ON sold its stake in the
project to RWE in March 2009. The company was subsequently
renamed as RWE & Turcas. The project permits and permissions,
which were issued in the name of E.ON, hold valid for RWE & Turcas as well. The plant
will operate for 25
years under the General License issued in
April 2009 by Enerji
Piyasasi Duzenleme
Kurumu (EPDK), the
energy market regulatory authority of Turkey. The license is
valid for 49 years.
The transmission lines and the natural gas lines do not form part of
the power project. The state-owned Turkish Electricity Transmission Company TEIAS will lay the transmission lines, with prefinancing support from RWE & Turcas. The amount will be reimbursed by
TEIAS during the operational period of the plant.
The plant is being constructed on a 26.7ha site. Due to limited
space, the power plant will be constructed on a 300mx300m area.
The other facilities that will be built at the site include a high voltage
switchyard with transformers and distribution systems, a laboratory
for testing lubricants and wastewater quality, storage tanks for demineralised water, a natural gas receiving station and the central
control room.
The plant will run at full capacity throughout the year. The gas will
be sourced from the state-owned Botas national gas pipeline run-

ning between Isparta and Nazilli. A new
255m long spur gas
pipeline will be laid
to connect power
plant with the national gas pipeline.
The natural gas
receiving station to
be built at the plant
site will receive the
gas from the pipeline. The receiving station will be operated by
Botas. The gas pressure will be reduced from the 40-70 bar in
the Botas main pipe line to 30 bar at the receiving station for
operational use.
RWE is responsible for the design, construction and operation of
the plant. Metka, a Greek power plant builder, is building the plant
on a turn-key basis. "RWE holds a 70% stake in the project and
will operate the plant. The other 30% is held by Turcas Guney
Elektrik Uretim."
The corresponding engineering, procurement and construction
(EPC) contract was awarded in October 2009. All the major components, such as the gas turbines, steam turbine and the air-cooled
condensers are being manufactured and supplied by Siemens under a EUR 110m subcontract from Metka.
The power plant is designed-based on multishaft technology and
will operate at a 57% efficiency level. It will consist of two SGT54000F gas turbines, two heat recovery steam generators (HRSG)
and one SST5-5000 steam turbine.
The HRSGs will have vertical gas passage due to space limitations. The steam from both the HRSGs will serve the main steam
turbine. A supplementary firing system will be installed to generate
additional heat. Three SGen5-1000A air cooled condensers (ACC)
will be used at the power plant for cooling purposes. The air will be
cooled at an average cooling capacity of 450MW and will be installed in 95mx50m area. The cool air will flow at an average rate of
22,000m3 a second.
The Siemens SPPA-T3000 power plant automation system will be
installed for instrumentation and controlling purposes.
As a water saving measure, a condensate polishing plant will be
installed to separate the dissolved solids from the main condensate
so that the condensate can be reused.
The power plant will be connected to the national grid through two
380kV, 13km long, parallel transmission lines between the Denizli
and Afyon substations. A third 18km long and 380kV transmission
line will connect the power plant and the new substation at Denizli.
Source: RWE
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The second phase of the WIN (World of Industry) Expo was inaugurated on
March 29, 2012 at Beylikduzu Tuyap Expo Center. The Expo brings the sectors of Industrial Automation, Electrics-Electronics, Hydraulics & Pneumatics,
and Internal Logistics together. Participating in the Expo are the sectors of
AUTOMATION, which has grown since 2010 and aims for a turnover of four
billion dollars, ELECTRICS-ELECTRONICS," the business partner to 70 different sectors, LOGISTICS, with a turnover of 50 billion dollars, and HYDRAULICS & PNEUMATICS, the driving force of the machinery sector.
The inauguration ceremony was attended by Jorg Bode, Minister of
Economy, Labor and Transportation of the German State of Lower Saxony; C. Tanil Kucuk, Chairman of the Istanbul Chamber of Industry (ICI);
Dr. Andreas Gruchow, Member of the Board of Deutsche Messe AG;
Filret Dalkiran, Chairman of the Fluid Power Association (AKDER); Sermet Satir, Chairman of the Electrical Installation Engineers' Association
(ETMD); and Dr. Reinhard Huppe, Manager of German Electric-Electronic Technologies Association (ZVEI) Department of Automation.
The fair was opened by Mr. Jorg Bode, the Minister of Economy, Labor
and Transportation for the federal state of Lower Saxony, Germany. "As we
have seen in the previous five years, WIN Expos are a showcase of the
Eurasian zone. For this reason, over 60 participants from 15 countries attend this Expo. The good political and economic relations between Germany and Turkey are based on years past. The structural reforms Turkey has
carried out very quickly in the EU membership process have had positive

SEE EXHIBITIONS

WIN - World of Industry 2012 Part 2

effects on industry and economy to a great extent. With a great leap, Turkey
has displayed the greatest growth rate in 2011 with 10%. It overcame crises. With a foreign trade volume of 32 billion euros, Germany can be seen
as Turkey's most important trade partner", said Mr. Bode.

The trade fair took place at the TUYAP Fair Convention and Congress
Center from March 29 to April 01, 2012 as an organization by Hannover
Messe Bilesim Fuarcilik Inc. Gathering four separate fairs under a single
roof, the event is supported by 78 national and international institutions
including the Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology of the Republic of Turkey, the Ministry of Economy of the Republic of Turkey, TOBB Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey, OAIB - Central Anatolian Exporter Unions and KOSGEB - Small and Medium Enterprises Development Organization.

ISK SODEX 2012

The biggest exhibition of air-conditioning, heating, installation and refrigeration sectors in Eurasia region
ISK-SODEX 2012 was held on May 2-5, 2012 in Istanbul Expo Center.
The exhibiton which is organized biennially, has continued to be the meeting point of the HVAC&R and Water Treatment sectors like in past years.
The exhibition was opened by Zafer Caglayan, The Minister of Economy
of the Turkish Republic. ISK-SODEX which is the biggest exhibition in its
own sector in the Eurasia Region and also the biggest exhibition in all
sectors in Turkey, has continued to be the professional platform to conduct important business connections. ISK-SODEX Exhibition has attracted companies not only from Turkey but also international companies.
ISK-SODEX 2012 Exhibition, organized by Hannover-Messe Sodeks
Fuarcilik A.S at Istanbul Expo Center, had visited by 82.287 national and
international visitors. The rate of international visitors has increased 15 %
compared to past years. The exhibition is organized in a total of 11 halls and
53.563 sqm net area. 890 exhibitors were exhibited their products and services and 209 of them were direct international exhibitors from 25 different
countries. ISK-SODEX 2012 was a platform for the exhibitors to display
their wide range of products and services and for the visitors to have an
opportunity to follow up the latest technology and improvements.
The biggest HVAC&R and Water Treatment exhibition of Eurasia Region, ISK-SODEX 2012, organized by Hannover - Messe Sodeks Fuarcilik A.S had a great success as a result of its power of bringing together

the sector professionals with the manufacturers and investors who want
to expand their business network.

Companies from China, Germany, Italy, France, South Korea, India,
Austria, Iran, Taiwan, Holland, United Arab Emirates, Belgium, England,
Switzerland, Egypt, Spain, Canada, Russia, Taiwan, Czech Republic,
Greece, Lebanon, Thailand, Turkey and Finland had exhibited at ISKSODEX 2012.

ISK-SODEX 2014

ISK-SODEX 2014 - The biggest HVAC&R and Water Treatment Exhibition in Eurasia Region will be held in Istanbul Expo Center, between the
dates of May 7-10, 2014.
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IFAT ENTSORGA 2012 breaks all records
More visitors, more exhibitors, more exhibition space

After best ever figures for exhibitor numbers and exhibition space,
IFAT ENTSORGA set a new record with approximately 125,000 visitors (IFAT ENTSORGA 2010: 109,589 visitors). Dr Johannes F. Kirchhoff, Chairman of the IFAT ENTSORGA Advisory Board and Managing
Partner of FAUN Umwelttechnik GmbH & Co. KG said: "IFAT ENTSORGA 2012 is remarkable for its large visitor numbers - significantly more
guests than at the previous trade fair in 2010. The international customer profile also experienced outstanding growth."
Of the 125,000 visitors, approximately 75,000 were domestic with a
good 50,000 from abroad. In addition to Germany, the top ten visitor
countries were - in this order - Austria, Italy, Switzerland, the Russian
Federation, the Netherlands, Denmark, the Czech Republic, Turkey,
Poland and Spain. Georg Huber, Chief Executive Officer of HUBER
SE, confirmed that "IFAT ENTSORGA is the most important trade fair
in the world. The trade fair turned in yet another impressive performance in 2012 in terms of its diverse international profile and very good
visitor numbers."
A total of 2,939 exhibitors from 54 countries (2010: 2,730 exhibitors
from 49 nations) were presenting on 215,000 square meters
(2010:195,000 square meters) from May 7 to 11, 2012 in Munich.
A further highlight was again the conference program, as confirmed
by the poll conducted by tns infratest: 97 per cent of visitors to the
events program scored it "good" to "excellent". More than 16,000 visitors took part in the approximately 320 lectures and discussions on top
topics such as Mega Cities, Water Management, Phosphorus Recy-

cling from Sewage Sludge, the Closed Substance Cycle and Waste
Management Act or Waste-to-Energy.
Internationality, quality, solutions - IFAT ENTSORGA is the industry
"must" in every respect: 91 per cent of exhibiting companies scored
the flagship quality of the most important trade fair for water, sewage,
waste and raw materials management "good" to "excellent". Josef
Heissenberger, Chairman of the Board of Komptech, Austria: "IFAT
ENTSORGA is the only internationally important trade fair in the recycling technology arena. As such, the public's international credentials
were also top notch and our stand was very well attended." Joachim
Foerderer, CEO of Passavant-Geiger added: "For Passavant-Geiger,
IFAT ENTSORGA again proved to be an ideal platform for our sales
activities. Our appearance again confirmed our belief that this trade
fair has retained its position as the world's leading trade fair."
The next IFAT ENTSORGA will take place from May 5 to 9, 2014.

RENEXPO 2012

Decentralized, efficient and intelligent energy production
The energy trade fair and conference RENEXPO is one of the top sources
of information for the energy revolution. The international energy trade fair
RENEXPO will continue to build on its strong points in 2012 and expand on
them with new innovative topics. The event will focus on sustainable energy
systems and solutions for a sustainable and future oriented energy supply.
The trade fair, conference and accompanying program offer a showcase for
the entire spectrum of regenerative and decentralized energy production,
intelligent energy distribution as well as the efficient use of energy.
As a leading meeting point of the industry, the RENEXPO offers vital opportunities for generating key contacts and exchanging information on a high
quality level. Issues surrounding energy production and the energy supply
were never as vital as they are today. Against the background of Germany's
decision to withdraw from atomic energy in 2011 and new negative climate
scenarios continuing to increase, the portion of energy produced from regenerative sources must be expanded drastically; new energy saving solutions have to be implemented and the power grid has to be modernized and
expanded. All of these key steps require a healthy exchange of information
and vital knowledge of the energy market.
The RENEXPO has developed into one of the most important energy trade
fairs in Europe over the last twelve years. In 2011, over 350 exhibitors, 15,000
visitors and around 1,000 conference participants helped make the event a
record breaking success. The range of topics presented at the event reflects
the current demands and developments of the energy industry and gives a
comprehensive overview of regenerative and decentralized energy production, intelligent energy distribution and energy efficiency. The main trade fair
themes include wood energy (IHE WoodEnergy), cogeneration (interCogen),
solar technology and energy efficient construction and renovation.
The RENEXPO conference will be further expanded in 2012. The new loca22
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tion in the conference hall of the Messe Augsburg will serve to showcase new
innovative topics in combination with the accompanying trade conferences.
New conference themes for 2012 include intelligent energy storage and the
energy efficient renovation of building under historical protection. In addition,
the 13th International BBE Conference for Wood Energy, the 6th Conference
on Mini and Micro Cogeneration, the 2nd Conference on Carbon Nanotechnology, the 2nd Conference on Large Heat Pumps and Heating Grids and the
two successful conferences on small wind turbines and large wind projects in
Bavaria will all be part of this year's conference program.
The RENEXPO will expand its presentation of services in the energy sector, including financing, consulting, contracting, energy management and
business matching. Technology transfer will be at the heart of several trade
fair forums, collaborative booths and B2B meetings.
In 2012 the RENEXPO will continue to develop its international character.
14 percent of the exhibitors and 6 percent of the visitors are expected to
come from abroad, including several international delegations. The partner
nation of this year's event is the Czech Republic.
The RENEXPO will take place from September 27th-30th, 2012 in the
Messe Augsburg. Further information on the trade fair is available at
www.renexpo.de.
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